The Lima Campus of The Ohio State University and Lima Technical College will present the musical West Side Story on July 21-25, 1987 in the auditorium of the Student Activities Building on the Lima Campus.

Congressman Mike Oxley will be the guest speaker at the 17th Annual Lima Technical College Commencement on Friday, June 12, 1987 at 7:00 pm. The commencement will be held outside on the campus courtyard. Three hundred forty-nine students will receive either an Associate of Applied Science Degree during the ceremony. For additional information about the commencement ceremony, contact William Hussey, Vice President of Student Services, ext. 316.

The annual Dr. J. McLean Reed Concert will be held on Friday, June 5 in the SAB Auditorium at 8 pm. The program will include the announcement of the Reed Scholarship recipient.

The Dental Hygiene Program of Lima Technical College is sponsoring a "Spring Bonanza" tonight, Monday, June 1, 1987. The event will be held in the cafeteria of SAB from 2-8 pm. The purpose of the "Spring Bonanza" is to update and inform members of the dental community and to promote both the Dental Hygiene Program and LTC as a professional and educational resource center.

First-year dental hygiene students will be presenting scientific table clinics to be judged by members of the Dental Hygiene Advisory Committee. Both prospective and accepted students will have the opportunity to speak with an LTC representative and faculty members of the Dental Hygiene Program.

For more information, contact Linda Lesher at Lima Technical College at 227-5131.
Good Bye!

By: Janean Rempe

Well, since this is the last issue of the year for our beloved publication, I suppose I should submit the traditional farewell editorial. Although I love to break tradition whenever possible, it only seems appropriate to sort of wrap things up and say "See ya next year!"

This is our final page end of the year issue. We packed it full of photos, special features, and entertaining stories. This issue is a reader's dream and an editor's nightmare.

This year has been one of growth for the Campus Connection. We've changed our format, improved our content, and hopefully created a paper that you enjoy reading.

We have included regular columns such as "Just Add Water," "Campus Focus," and "Campus Question," to give our paper continuity from issue to issue. I'd like to thank my editor, Jenny Isch, Lisa Hagerman, and Terri Byglin for their hard work throughout the year. The same to the rest of the staff and Thom Sinn. Also, a great big thanks to our readers, for whom we all make such supreme sacrifices.

My staff and I have enjoyed producing the paper this year and we hope you find it worth reading. Expect to see us in the fall, and "See ya next year!"

An aside to those special guys of the lounge: you know who you are; I am innocent!

Campus Question:

"What is the most embarrassing thing that has ever happened to you?"

By: Penny Pescosolido

Someone asked me if I was having an affair with Eric Mason. (they aren't)

By: Becky Caton

Too embarrassed to answer the question.

By: Rita Guidara

My bra clips busted during school.

By: Matt Stechschulte

The peanut butter incident during the Almost Newlywed Game.

By: Mike "This"

Entinghe

Missing my own birthday party.

By: Thom Sinn

Missing my own birthday party.

By: Melvin Cayton

I was playing with my wedding ring and it fell down through the steering column and I never got it back, and I had a difficult time explaining it to my wife, who had been out of town.

By: Mary Ballard

Walking with a cane and the turtles and snails passing me.

By: Terry Liddell

My wife and I were coming up to a light in Ft. Wayne and the people in front of us got out and said we were too close to their car and they started beating us up.

By: Eric Mason

I told Kathy Thatcher that there was such a thing as a medium long hot dog at the commons grill and she went and ordered it.

By: Carl Wilkerson

Sitting in front of the students, one student got out of line and walked over and said me "right on the mouth."

By: Thelithia Thompson

When my pants busted during school.

By: Janean Rempe
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Just Add Water:  
**Cuttin’ Loose**  

By: Floyd Eppner  
All right, BAAAAABY! It’s almost summertime and this duck is hot! Uh huh, you know it. This party animal is ready to boogie!  
All year I’ve been a mild mannered college student, sitting quietly in my corner of the lounge, eating my granola, picking my nose, and studying my calculus. Now, at long last, I can go out and cut loose; let down my hair; bust out and get carefree.  
Give me a beach ball and a pair of tight double knit polyester trunks, and PRESTO! a beach stud! Uh, the beach bunnies will be warm for my form! Yes, the beach on weekends; tanned bodies everywhere. I just want for my form! Yes, the beach on weekends.  
During the week, I’ll sit at home by the plastic Flintstones kiddie pool with my shades and mango juice, lookin’ cool. I’ve invited numerous sexy chicks over for a pool party, but I haven’t gotten any takers. They obviously don’t realize the fun time I’m offering—free!  
Of course, I’ll keep my job at Arnie’s Weenie Heaven. I like the exposure to women that my career in fast food gives me. Cookin’ dogs, I can see every hot mama who walks in the place. I wink at her, with my inflatable weenie bouncing around on my hat. Personally, I think I look just precious in it. I may even wear it to the beach.  
So goodbye school! Goodbye profs! Hello fun and excitement! Hello women in string bikinis! Man, life’s a beach!  

Senate Retrospective:  
**It Was A Very Good Year**  

By: Jeff Ridenour  
The end of the year is upon us, and what has the Student Senate done? That is the question on the minds of some of the students and faculty as we approach June 1987.  
The Student Senate, consisting of the Campus Policy (CP), Community Service (CS), Programming (Pr) and Public Relations (PR) Committees, has completed another year.  
The Senate members this year were Jeff Ridenour, President; Traci Altic, (CP); Tammie Randal Fletcher, (CP); Jodi Kirkendall, (PR); Jeniffer Ryan, (PR); Matt Stiechschulte, (PR); Kevin Simon, (CS); Alden Riefstahl, (CS); Alaina Miller, (CP); Norm Holcomb, (CS); Kevin Kirkendall, (PR); Arlene Louth, (CS); Nicole McGahan, (PR); Pam Mellor, (PR); Alaina Miller, (CP); Norman Riefstahl, (Spr); Jeniffer Ryan, (Pro); Matt Stiechschulte, (Pro); Kevin Simon, (CS).  
Accomplishments this year were as follows:  
The Campus Policy Committee, initiated a survey with nearly 400 responses, pursued the possibility of a copier in Galvin Hall, and met with Dr. Biddle numerous times. Community Service oversaw the campus participation in a Great American Smoke-out, and held a sexy leg contest to raise money for needy families. They also organized distinguished teaching awards and participated in the Easter Seals Bowl-a-thon. The Programming Committee oversaw the Social Activities Board which held numerous events: an all night fun night, Free films in Ga 015, Jack Whitepool trick-shot artist, Mike Griffin, escape artist, Midnight movie (Star Trek IV) at Frontier Theatre, and the recent State Olympics, our advisors, the administration, Mama Rosa’s Escape artist, and publicized all Senate events.  
Basically, it was an excellent year for the Student Senate. We could not have done it without support of Thom Sinn and Carole Enneking, our advisors, the administration, and especially you, the students. Thanks!
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Good Bye!

By: Janean Rempe
Well, since this is the last issue of the year for our beloved publication, I suppose I should submit the traditional farewell editorial. Although I love to break tradition whenever possible, I only seem to appropriate it to sort of wrap things up and say, "See ya next year!"

This year has been one of growth for the Campus Connection. We’ve changed our format, improved our content, and hopefully created a paper that you enjoy reading.

We have included regular columns such as "Just Add Water," "Campus Focus," and "Campus Question," to give our paper continuity from issue to issue.

I’d like to thank my editors, Jenny Isch, Lisa Hagerman, and Terri Byglin for their hard work throughout the year. The same to the rest of the staff and Thom Sinn. Also, a great big thanks to our readers, for whom we all make such supreme sac­rifice.

My staff and I have enjoyed producing the paper this year and we hope you find it worth reading. Expect to see us in the fall, and "See ya next year!"

An aside to those special guys of the lounge, you know who you are; I am in­nocent!

Campus Question:
“What is the most embarrassing thing that has ever happened to you?”

Penny Pescosolido: Someone asked me if I was having an affair with Eric Mason. (They aren’t)

Becky Caton: Too embarrassed to answer the question.

Rita Guidera: My bra clips busted during school.

Matt Stechschulte: The peanut butter incident during the Al­most Newlywed Game.

Mike "This" Entinghe: My pants busted during school.

Thelithia Thompson: When my pants busted during school.

Melvin Cayton: I was playing with my wedding ring and it fell down through the steering column and I just kept going, and I had a difficult time explaining it to my wife, who had been out of town.

Mary Ballard: Walking with a cane, and the turtles and snails passing me.

Terry Liddell: My wife and I were coming up to a light in Ft. Wayne and the people in front of us got out and said we were to close to the car and they started beating us up.

Eric Mason: I told Kathy Thatcher that there was such a thing as a medium long hot dog at the commons grill and she went and ordered it.

Carl Wilkerson: Sitting at graduation the students were walking in front of the staff, one student got out of line and walked over to my seat and kissed me “right on the mouth”.

Campus Question:
“Just Add Water”
Just Add Water: Cuttin' Loose

By Floyd Emper

All right, Ally! It's the end of most summer-time and this dude is hot! Uh huh, you know it. This party animal is ready to boogie!

All year I've been a mild mannered college student, sitting quietly in my corner of the lounge, eating my granola, picking my nose, and studying my calculus. Now, at long last, I can go out and cut loose; let down my hair; lounge; eat. This is just what I needed!

Time and this dude is hot! Hopefully I don't have a heart condition or anything.

During the week, I'll sit at home by the plastic Flintstones' kiddie pool with my shades and mango juice, lookin' cool. I've invited numerous sexy chicks over for a pool party, but I haven't gotten any takers. They obviously don't realize the fun time I'm offering, for free!

Of course, I'll keep my job at Arnie's Weenie Heaven. I like the exposure to women. Nah, I'm just lookin' for a good time this weekend.

So goodbye school! Goodbye pros! Hello fun and excitement! Hello women in string bikinis! Man, life's a beach! Yeah!

Mama Rosa's PIZZA
1321 Bellefontaine Ave.

Pizza Buffet

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$2.99

Monday-Friday — 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

FREE SOFT DRINK with the purchase of a PIZZA BUFFET
Mama Rosa's Pizza Value $$$

coupon

Rax

Hamburgers

Hamburger With Pickle On Top
Makes Your Heart Go Flippity - Flop!

Elizabeth at Market
Allentown at Cable
Bellefontaine at Kibby

Lima, Ohio

FAST FOOD.
WITH STYLE.

ASK ABOUT OUR 15% STUDENT DISCOUNT!

1990 Harding Hwy.

50¢ OFF Salad Plus Pasta Bar
(after 4 p.m. Mon. thru Fri., all day Sat. and Sun.)

Please present coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer only. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Only good in participating restaurants. Not valid on any special promotion or price. Not valid on orders made by phone. Not valid on any catered event.

COUPON 8
Campus Comedian: Joe Ginter Takes Laughs Seriously

By: Janean Rempe

"I always admired people who made other people laugh," stated Joe Ginter, an OSU elementary education major. Ginter, an amateur comedian recently was an opening act for Kansas at the Civic Center.

Ginter started his hobby of comedy in 1981 when he wrote a book entitled, I Wanted To Be Famous, with humorous photos of himself trying various ways to become famous interspersed throughout.

In 1985 he opened for Jay Leno in Columbus, which launched him into the stand-up comedy field.

Ginter's Kansas routine was based on the theme of solving the world's problems in twenty minutes or less. He used props such as a belt to ward off AIDS that one would have to see to believe, an armpit toupee for women who are sick of fighting off men, and various other gimmicks. He also featured a song called "The Ernie Rap" about Ernie Douglas, from My Three Sons, whom Ginter said he has been told he resembles.

Ginter gets his material from watching other people, and he writes it himself. Despite all his stand-up antics, he may be best known on campus for his Pudding Dive.

In August of 1986, Ginter introduced an event at the St. Mary's Summerfest that got press coverage from as far away as Cincinnati and was mentioned often on Mtv. He got the idea from jello dives he had seen others do. There was a vat filled with chocolate pudding that "contestants" dove into. Of course the judges picked Ginter, who did his dive over four children lined up eating jello pudding pops.

"I think we ought to have macaroni and cheese dives," quipped Ginter.

"I still got a lot to learn," he commented. According to Ginter, the timing is bad, there are a lot of people trying to become comedians. "Everybody wants to be a comedian."
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CLASS-ACT

CLOTHES

Look at these four pages to see what's "HOT" Spring and Summer attire this year.

Paula Schmockers models a lovely peach ensemble courtesy of Jean Nicole. The dress pants are solid peach and the cotton shirt and tank are in matching print.
Spring and Summer Campus Fashion Preview

Thanks to our eight models:

Julie Green
Carl Gouin
Randy Allison
Paula Schmackers
Randy Buffenbarger
Janean Rempe
Don Bott
Terri Byglin

By: Johnny Isch

Comfortable is the word on these two outfits. Carl models a white tank top with another tank top over it. A matching pair of pants and a gray sweater complete the look. The layered look is in and Don Bott shows it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt are all from Chris King.

Cool and casual: Randy Buffenbarger models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Cool and casual: Randy Buffenbarger models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.

Dressed up and nowhere to go is the mood on these two outfits. Randy Buffenbarger (right) is dressed in a purple shirt and a white tank top, while Carl models a pair of cool слежки, a gray sweater, and printed cotton shirts. Both sporty and casual, the layered look is in and Carl wears it off. His black tank top and patterned cotton shirt all come from Chris King.
Julie Greene sports the safari look with this outfit from Foxmoor. It features flared-leg shorts, safari printed shirt and black tee shirt beneath. Janean Rempe wears the casual beach/deck look with this sleeveless sweater-cropped pants combination from Jean Nicole.

Terri Byglin and Carl Gouin are ready to to out on the town. Terri's strapless sundress comes from Jean Nicole and Carl's suit comes from Chess King.

Terri Byglin looks comfy in this cotton shirt-suspenders combo from Deb. Randy Allison's tee shirt and tropical shorts come from The Finish Line.

Thanks to the Lima Mall and Woolworths for their technical assistance.

Special Thanks To:
- Chess King
- Deb
- The Finish Line
- Foxmoor
- Jean Nicole

For their generosity and helpful assistance with this project.
WOSL Radio, our campus station.

The station, operated and staffed by students of Ohio State and Lima Technical College, is located in Galvin 033 in the basement. WOSL is operated by students who work at the station on their free time between classes. These students are people interested in the station and in doing the job of making days more bearable via music. They are also gaging practical experience through their work at the station.

WOSL is under the faculty advisement of Carol Enneking, Student Activities, but has a student staff for operation. This staff includes: station manager-Marty Jakim; an assistant manager-Carrie Price; program director-Deborah Augsburger; and business manager-Nicole McGahan.

To run any radio station, DJs are needed. The disc-jockey's for WOSL are also students. The people you hear over the airwaves includes Angie Reckner, Sheila Stemen, Scott Beech, Matt Schieuchter, Jennifer Campbell, and Janine Jakim, and others.

The most recent event in which WOSL was involved was their annual Battle of the Bands during the May Week festivities here on campus. When asked, WOSL staff members simply described the event as "a success".

The judges choice for the day was Double Talk, but they were unable to present the winners. With the feeling of first place, the winners were 1st-Last Minute, 2nd-White Wind, and 3rd-Sybil. The profits from the day of music and fun will be used for the purchase of new equipment for the station.

The staff for the 1987-1988 year has already been chosen.

The new staff will include: Nicole McGahan as station manager, Angie Reckner in the position of program director, Deborah Augsburger will be returning as advertising director, Julie Jakim in the position of business manager.

Anyone interested in WOSL or in getting involved should inquire in Galvin 033 or ext. 376.
May Week Fun in the Lima Sun

A number of couples took the opportunity at the Dating Game offered to see how well they knew their mates.

Mike Pinn and Matt Paufl appear to be enjoying themselves during the pyramid building event.

Many campus criminals found themselves in the Student Senate’s Campus Jail.

These two faces exhibit extreme concentration during the Tae Kwon Do’s Karate demonstration.

photos by Kate Garlock
May Week: It’s Been Real

By: Alaina Miller

MAY WEEK was great! We certainly had good weather for all of the events. A big thank you goes out to all the groups that participated in some way in the many MAY WEEK festivities.

The food at the hot dog stand was terrific. The smell of those sugar waffles was very tempting along with the never-ending temptation of ice cream. The ice cream proved very refreshing after sitting outside all afternoon.

Student Senate’s Campus Jail worked out great. There was a good participation, and you sure kept us busy. Although the jail breaks were a little annoying, they kept things exciting. The winner of the drawing for a Noble Romans pizza was Dr. Tom Gambill. Happy eating, Tom.

Our Dating Game winning couples are Lisa Hagerman with Randy Boffenberger and Jennifer Cambell with Matt Pauff. Yes, the same Matt who talked about lips that could suck linoleum off the floor, proved his ‘pucker power’ by winning the Baby Bottle Gobble. Way to use those lips!

Carl Gouin and Nora Fought displayed their basketball skills. Jack Link showed off his free throw, and Amy Lindeman held a close second in the women’s section. Dean Meyer and Ed Bauman won the egg toss with a toss of 75 feet. Way to go guys! However, this wasn’t the messiest game of the games.

The banana and pizza eating contests were sloppier than any eggs. (I hope the contestants don’t always eat that way.) Don MacDonald and Randy Allison ate an entire pizza in just over two minutes. Steve Jones and Duane Marshall ate seven and a half bananas in five minutes.

All of the events were fun for both participation and observation. If you appreciated the fun and games, you should be sure to thank the SAB organizers, and special thanks and congratulations to all of you who participated.

CONGRATS TO THE WINNERS!

1600 N. West St. Corner of Bluellick
sandwiches & Slabtown
pizza ice cream &
breakfast sandwiches
corner
nice
muck
more banana split
BUY ONE, GET
ONE FREE! great price!
COLLEGE GRADS

YOU’RE ABOUT TO RECEIVE THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE...

LET US HELP YOU GET THE KEYS TO YOUR NEW CAR OR VAN!

CALL US ABOUT REBATES & GUARANTEED FINANCING.

PAT QUINLAN
Sales Representative
Timmerman Sales Company
419-224-1045 P.O. Box 918
2045 N. West St. Lima, Ohio 45802

MATT SPRADLIN
Sales Representative
Ford Motor Credit Company
Timmerman Sales Company
419-224-1046 P.O. Box 918
2045 N. West St. Lima, Ohio 45802

Ford Motor Credit Company
Corner Allen St & Cable Rd